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ABSTRACT
This paper considers mechanisms to attach Gravispheres together, and concluded that
magnetic attraction provides the answer. This follows a paper showing radio galaxy Alcyoneus
includes two very long cosmic rays emanating from a black hole at the centre of the galaxy,
which develops discussion on how those rays might propagate, and form into new mass. The
paper further discusses gravity associated with protons in the cosmic rays and entanglement of
gravitons to those protons. It concludes with proposed modifications to Laws of the Universe.
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1)
Introduction:
This report follows on from a personal comment made below the PSI article “Astronomers
discover massive radio galaxy” of 19 February 2022 2[2]. The article written by space.com3[3]
and based on Cornell University research 4[4] also included an image of a very large radio
galaxy, with the report:
“Astronomers have discovered the largest radio galaxy ever, stretching at least 16
million light-years through space, new research shows (reference text added):
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The galaxy — named Alcyoneus after the son of Ouranos, the Greek primordial god of
the sky — was discovered about 3 billion light-years from Earth by a “stroke of luck,”
according to a statement from Leiden University in the Netherlands.
Radio galaxies house supermassive black holes at their cores.”
Reference text “BH” is near the black hole and “C1”,“C2” are radio data interpretations of
photon clouds.
PSI comments below this article included, “Robert Beatty February 20, 2022 at 4:18 pm:
‘Alcyoneus may offer new clues about the structure of our universe, also known as the cosmic
web, which is believed to connect all galaxies.’
“This is interesting to contemplate, because it appears our Gravisphere is connected to other
nearby Gravispheres through some magnetic like mechanism. The evidence for this lies in how
the arms of spiral galaxies are shown to ‘tie together’, rather than follow Kepler’s laws of
planetary rotation. This would occur if there is some mechanism which aligns these cosmic ray
bursts between the galaxies. Food for thought.”
This paper addresses those issues.
2)
Previous Considerations:
Gravispheres are discussed in published paper “The Nature of Gravity”, 1[5] which includes an
illustration of the Solar System gravisphere. This gravisphere illustrates an iso graviton sphere
on which the Solar System is located. The graviton field strengthens inside this sphere and
weakens beyond that surface, in accordance with the Inverse Square law.

The paper also describes how gravity forms at black holes, where the gravity field is strongest,
and includes a development mechanism for gravitons, as seen:
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This figure identifies ‘cosmic rays’ emerging from the black hole axis.
A description of cosmic rays include “Cosmic rays are high-energy protons and atomic nuclei
that move through space at nearly the speed of light.” 1[6] The current paper concentrates on
positively charged “proton streams”.
Gravitons appear to provide the property of gravitational attraction to any encountered mass,
and are calculated to associate with atoms containing an even number of neutrons and
protons, by a process not yet fully understood. However, a graviton is critical in connecting
the theory of relativity with quantum mechanics.
It appears that mass entering a black hole is ‘stripped clean’ which includes losing its graviton
association. In this mode, protons can escape as massless, positively charged particles,
travelling at high speed.
Under the Inverse Square law, the distribution of gravitons throughout a gravisphere, weakens
with increasing distance, and the concentration of gravitons determines the strength of a local
gravity field.
As previously noted, astronomical observations show the arms of spiral galaxies rotate in
unison with the galaxy axis. This is different to how planets orbit in the solar system, because
planets most distant from the Sun rotate slower than planets nearer to the Sun. This anomaly
is currently explained by assuming that ‘dark matter’ exists throughout the universe, and acts
to stick stars together. This allows them to rotate similar to the spokes of a bicycle wheel.
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“Dark matter is a theoretical particle proposed to explain the unexpected motion of
stars in galaxies. Due to performance constraints, our simplified galaxy dynamics
model can’t simulate these complex orbits, so we’ve decided to remove dark matter
from our simulations for now.”1[7]

The current paper explores a mechanism which joins gravispheres together, without involving
‘dark matter’.
Interim Conclusions.
•
The solar system gravisphere illustrates an iso graviton sphere on which the Solar
System is located.
•
The graviton field strengthens inside this sphere and weakens beyond that surface, in
accordance with the Inverse Square law.
•
Gravitons are calculated to associate with atoms containing an even number of
neutrons and protons.
•
Gravitons are critical in connecting the theory of relativity with quantum mechanics.
•
Under the Inverse Square law, the distribution of gravitons throughout a gravisphere,
weakens with increasing distance, and the concentration of gravitons determines the
strength of the local gravity field.
•
Mass entering a black hole is stripped down to its fundamentals which includes losing
its graviton association.
•
At black holes, protons can escape as massless, positively charged particles, travelling
at high speed.
•
It is currently assumed that ‘dark matter’ exists throughout the universe and that acts
to stick stars together. This theory does not require the dark matter assumption.
3)
Black Holes:
The operation of a black hole is discussed in “Black Hole Radiation”. 2[8] The current paper
illustrates a mechanism which analyses the two streams of protons coming from black hole
axises, and determines the magnetic effects those streams generate. This illustration shows
how two adjoining gravispheres can form a proton cloud, similar to C1 or C2, where the
influence of two black holes meet.
1
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The illustration shows two streams of positively charged protons from adjacent black holes,
flowing towards each other, before exiting their cosmic ray conduits. The liberated protons
cause diverse acceleration of both proton streams at the intersection point. This results in the
formation of electromagnetic photons 1[9] as well as electron - proton amalgamations. The
sequence is observed in the Alcyoneus radio telescope data positions C1 or C2, which trace
ejecting protons seen in the radio telescope data, forming two axial beams.
The beams are relatively compact and not dispersed through conveying positively charged
protons. This process is further explained at “Physical basis for the rules” 2[10]
When electrons, or any charged particles, flow in the same direction (for example, as
an electric current in an electrical conductor, such as a metal wire) they generate a
cylindrical magnetic field that wraps round the conductor (as discovered by Hans
Christian Ørsted).

Prediction of direction
of flux density (B),
given that the current
I flows in the direction
of the thumb
The positively charged proton streams coming from the black hole produce a protective
magnetic flux surrounding the streams as shown:
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Proton streams surrounded by protective magnetic conduits can travel extensive distances,
having paired north and south magnetic poles. This effectively turns a black hole into a large
dipole magnet.

At the gravisphere boundary, a proton stream will magnetically connect to a proton stream
coming from an adjacent gravisphere. In this way, gravispheres can tie together and operate as
observed without a need for ‘dark matter’.

The Solar System gravisphere is calculated to be 3,343 light years in radius (6,686 ly
diameter) between the Solar System and the central Black Hole at V616. 1[11] The Milky Way
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is quoted to have a stellar disc approximately 170,000 - 200,000 light years in diameter. 1[12]
The Alcyoneus radio galaxy shows jets extending ‘at least 16 million light-years through
space’ which is considerably bigger than the V616 black hole, or the Milky Way
influences.2[13]
Interim Conclusions.
•
The Alcyoneus radio galaxy is more extensive than spiral galaxies like the Milky Way.
•
Diverse acceleration of proton streams are expected to create electromagnetic
photons.
•
Proton streams surrounded by protective magnetic conduits can travel extensive
distances, and have paired north and south magnetic poles, which effectively turns a
black hole into a large dipole magnet.
•
At the boundaries of a gravisphere, a proton stream can magnetically connect to a
proton stream coming from an adjacent gravisphere, which ties them together.
4)
New Mass Formation:
Alcyoneus radio galaxy data shows two terminal areas of proton acceleration indicated by
pools of light C1 and C2. It appears these regions are where protons exit their stream
conduits, having encountered streams of protons coming in the opposite direction. This
collision coincides with the magnetic union of the two proton streams.
Protons so liberated combine with locally available electrons to form a variety of simple
combinations including hydrogen and neutrons. Once these have developed, more complex
molecules form. However, gravitons appear to provide the property of gravitational attraction
to encountered elements, and are calculated to associate, initially, with atoms containing an
even number of neutrons and protons.

These include the even numbered columns of the Periodic Table. Once compounds form
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containing even numbers of neutrons and protons, they too attract gravitons. These elements
entangle with gravitons which have radiated from a central black hole. Once entanglement
occurs, the elements and compounds have mass and can respond to the properties of gravity
without involving speed of light considerations.

Mass starts to form near to adjacent gravisphere boundaries, starting with a flow of protons
which associate with universally available electrons and gravitons.
Interim Conclusions.
•
The regions of photon activity shown in Alcyoneus radio galaxy data are where
protons exit their stream conduits and accelerate in random directions.
•
Liberated protons initially combine with locally available electrons to form a variety of
simple elements.
•
More complex compounds subsequently form with some elements entangling with
available gravitons, to have mass, and immediately respond to the properties of gravity.
5)
•
•
•
•
•

Interim Conclusions - Laws of the Universe:
Isaac Newton’s Laws of motion apply inside a gravisphere, provided G is regarded as
a vector variable directed at regions of high gravity.
Gravitons develop at a central black hole, and distribute within a gravisphere following
the Inverse Square Law.
Albert Einstein’s theories of relativity apply throughout the universe, but fails to
appreciate the extent of “spooky action at a distance.”
Galaxies consist of assembled gravispheres connected through magnetic attachment.
The universe consists of galaxies in which stellar objects exist, are created and
consumed, as proposed in “The Nature Of Gravity - A New Steady State Theory”.
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Conclusions.
The solar system gravisphere illustrates an iso graviton sphere matching the Solar System
location.
The graviton field is strengthens inside this sphere and weakens beyond that surface, in
accordance with the Inverse Square law.
Gravitons are calculated to associate with atoms containing an even number of neutrons and
protons.
Gravitons are critical in connecting the theory of relativity with quantum mechanics.
Under the Inverse Square law, the distribution of gravitons throughout a gravisphere, weakens
with increasing distance, and the concentration of gravitons determines the strength of the local
gravity field.
Mass entering a black hole is stripped down to its fundamentals which includes losing its
graviton association.
At black holes, protons can escape as massless, positively charged particles, travelling at high
speed.
It is currently assumed that ‘dark matter’ exists throughout the universe and that acts to stick
stars together. This theory does not require the dark matter assumption.
The Alcyoneus radio galaxy is more extensive than spiral galaxies like the Milky Way.
Diverse acceleration of proton streams are expected to create electromagnetic photons.
Proton streams surrounded by protective magnetic conduits can travel extensive distances, and
have paired north and south magnetic poles, which effectively turns a black hole into a large
dipole magnet.
At the boundaries of a gravisphere, a proton stream can magnetically connect to a proton
stream coming from an adjacent gravisphere, which ties them together.
The regions of photon activity shown in Alcyoneus radio galaxy data are where protons exit
their stream conduits and accelerate in random directions.
Liberated protons initially combine with locally available electrons to form a variety of simple
elements.
More complex compounds subsequently form with some elements entangling with available
gravitons, to have mass, and immediately respond to the properties of gravity.
Isaac Newton’s Laws of motion apply inside a gravisphere, provided G is regarded as a vector
variable directed at regions of high gravity.
Gravitons develop at a central black hole, and distribute within a gravisphere following the
Inverse Square Law.
Albert Einstein’s theories of Relativity apply throughout the universe, but fails to appreciate
the extent of “spooky action at a distance.”
Galaxies consist of assembled gravispheres connected through magnetic attachment.
The universe consists of galaxies in which stellar objects exist, are created and consumed, as
proposed in “The Nature Of Gravity - A New Steady State Theory”.
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